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The Value of a Good Example

One of the goals of the BYU College of Nursing is “to ensure teaching excellence to prepare nurses and leaders, locally and globally, who provide evidence-based patient-centered care.” I would like to share a couple of ways we achieve this endeavor.

During the past academic year, our faculty and staff completed the requirements to have the national accrediting body for nursing, the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE), extend our program’s accreditation through 2025—a significant recognition that reflects on the contributions and teaching skills of faculty members. They not only know the subject matter but also help students implement it in clinical applications. Our faculty members are great examples of excellence both in and out of the classroom setting.

We appreciate good nursing role models throughout the world. The value of a good example is evident as our nursing students work with registered nurses during their clinical practicum for the Public and Global Health Nursing course. Good examples are also abundant in alumni accomplishments and the success we share with others. In addition, we see the power of example in the scholarly works and endeavors of those who lead our students toward a rewarding career.

This magazine features a story about how nurses in the Samoan Islands provide excellent care in hospitals and in the room setting.

We appreciate good nursing role models throughout the world. The value of a good example is evident as our nursing students work with registered nurses during their clinical practicum for the Public and Global Health Nursing course. Good examples are also abundant in alumni accomplishments and the success we share with others. In addition, we see the power of example in the scholarly works and endeavors of those who lead our students toward a rewarding career.

This magazine features a story about how nurses in the Samoan Islands provide excellent care in hospitals and in the room setting.
WHILE THE HISTORY OF THE BYU COLLEGE OF NURSING EXISTS IN VARIOUS PUBLICATIONS, NOT MUCH IS WRITTEN ABOUT THE FIRST 25 NURSING STUDENTS TO GRADUATE 60 YEARS AGO.

“We felt like guinea pigs at times,” says Yolande Tew, an alumna from the group, “because it seemed the program was formulated just ahead of us, just enough for students to take the next step.”

She chuckles at the uniqueness of nursing in the mid-1950s compared to the current program, with its computerized manikins and global clinical practicums. “We could laugh now about having to sharpen and clean our syringe needles and get them ready for the autoclave to sterilize for the next use; disposable did not exist at that time,” says Tew.

She also remembers giving shots to oranges and then to the arms of peers (this practice at least has not changed): “That first time was always, ‘Ohhh, did I hurt you?’ And then you’d get the feel of what it took to do it again without pain.”

The new BYU School of Nursing started in spring 1952 with an enrollment of more than 120 students, more than half of whom were from outside of Utah. This was significant because only 109 nurses had graduated the previous year in the entire state (as reported in the scrapbook of Vivian Hansen, the first dean of the nursing program). Attrition soon cut the class by nearly 80 percent. Tew indicates that “individuals left the program due to marriage, [difficulty] with studies, financial concerns, or additional reasons.”

The Deseret News reported that the most significant moment of BYU’s June 1956 commencement was when the first nursing graduates stood and recited the Nightingale pledge—a modified Hippocratic oath composed in 1893 and named after Florence Nightingale.

Other traditions that originated during those first years include the college’s nursing cap, pin, yearbook, and uniform (a light blue dress with a white collar and sleeve cuffs). The pledge and yearbook traditions continued for several decades.

As a way to celebrate the legacy of the first class, the College of Nursing shares the following life accomplishments of these remarkable alumnae.
**Carol June Randall Flanary** worked at Utah Valley Hospital after graduation. A few years later she moved to Colorado and had a variety of jobs, including head nurse, general duty nurse, and evening supervisor. Carol worked at St. Luke’s Meridian Medical Center in Meridian, Idaho. She was a clinical assistant at Boise State University and taught psychiatric nursing and refresher registered-nursing courses. Carol resides in Logan, Utah.

**Mary Katherine Phelan Miller** worked as a registered nurse for 20 years. At age 46 she was reported missing by her family, in July 1979. A few weeks later her vehicle was found along a dirt road in American Fork Canyon, Utah. foul play is suspected in her disappearance, which remains unsolved.

---

**Mary Alice Cook Dotson** worked as a nurse in an Oregon hospital early in her marriage. She and her husband moved to Logandale, Nevada, where they owned and operated Moapa Valley Market. Mary continued working as a nurse and was instrumental in starting a clinic in Overton, Nevada. She was the first dispatcher for the volunteer ambulance service in Moapa Valley. Her three children say she loved music and enjoyed volunteering as a foster grandmother at a local elementary school. Mary died January 2009 at age 75.

**Gayla Lloyd Dye** spent four months as a nurse at LDS Hospital before serving a mission in England from 1956 to 1958. She later worked as a public health nurse for Weber County in Utah. After two years, she suspended her nursing career to mother her six children. She resumed work in 1983 at a nursing home near Weber and retired from the Ogden Clinic after 12 years. Gayla credits her BYU education for making her a better parent and church leader. She enjoys traveling, quilting, painting, and completing family history work. Gayla resides in Uintah, Utah.

**Evelyn Falslev Larsen** was selected to join the honor society Phi Kappa Phi because of her exceptionally high grade point average. Through her 44 years of work, she touched lives at LDS Hospital, Budge Clinic in Logan, Utah, Cooley Memorial Hospital in Brigham City, Utah, Brigham City Community Hospital, and in an Alzheimer’s unit at Sunshine Terrace. Now retired, Evelyn encourages her large extended family to pursue careers in medicine. Within her family are six registered nurses, two nurse anesthetists, and an anesthesiologist (this list includes her son, five nieces, and a sister—Arlene Falslev Hobbs [BS ’67]). Evelyn resides in Brigham City, Utah.

**Robert Mignon Kennington** was the college’s first valedictorian, and she gave the graduation speech in 1956. She received her master’s degree in nursing from the University of Washington in 1964. She taught pediatrics at the University of Toronto and then obstetrics and pediatrics as an associate professor for 22 years in the BYU College of Nursing. Ruth died December 1989 at age 55 (due to a auto-pedestrian accident).

---

**Geraldine Johnson Andersen** worked as a public health nurse for more than a decade in Orange County, California. She loved working with and helping children during her nursing career. While raising her two children, she volunteered as a school nurse. Geraldine loved to do silk ribbon embroidery, smocking, and other heirloom sewing. Her greatest joy was spending time with her family, including her 15 grandchildren. She died October 2010 at age 76.

**Lois Jane Abbott ALEXIANIAN** started work at King County hospital in Seattle. She later went back to school to receive a master of nursing in psychiatric and mental health before serving as an assistant professor at the University of Texas at Austin for 14 years. Lois resides in Houston and is married to Raymond, a pioneering myeloma physician.

**Janice Louise Mary Andersen** served for two years as an events nurse for concerts at Arizona State University. Among her patients were Elvis Presley, Neil Diamond, and Olivia Newton John. Janice says her BYU education gave her a background to teach others and to help raise her five children. Janice resides in Payson, Utah.

**Carlotta Doris Anderson** worked for 50 years as a registered nurse at Saint Mark’s Mercy Hospital. After graduation she served in Brazil before serving a mission in England from 1956 to 1958. She received a master of nursing in psychiatric and mental health before serving a mission together that covered the Europe East Area, where they responded to medical problems in more than 40 missions, from Portugal to Siberia. Marjorie died November 2012 at age 78.

**Mary Alice Cook Dotson** was employed by LDS Hospital, Utah Valley Hospital in Provo, Cottonwood Hospital in Murray, Utah, and Cottonwood Surgery Center; altogether her career spanned 48 years. She says her education “provided the skills and confidence to work in several areas of surgery, recovery room, and intensive care. It was also a great resource in raising my family, who are my greatest treasures—eight children, 31 grandchildren, and 33 great-grandkids.” Margaret resides in West Jordan, Utah.

**Margaret Jamene Ferre Bayson** was employed by LDS Hospital, Utah Valley Hospital in Provo, Cottonwood Hospital in Murray, Utah, and Cottonwood Surgery Center; altogether her career spanned 48 years. She says her education “provided the skills and confidence to work in several areas of surgery, recovery room, and intensive care. It was also a great resource in raising my family, who are my greatest treasures—eight children, 31 grandchildren, and 33 great-grandkids.” Margaret resides in West Jordan, Utah.

**Gayla Lloyd Dye** spent four months as a nurse at LDS Hospital before serving a mission in England from 1956 to 1958. She later worked as a public health nurse for Weber County in Utah. After two years, she suspended her nursing career to mother her six children. She resumed work in 1983 at a nursing home near Weber and retired from the Ogden Clinic after 12 years. Gayla credits her BYU education for making her a better parent and church leader. She enjoys traveling, quilting, painting, and completing family history work. Gayla resides in Uintah, Utah.

**Elsiemae Patterson Bryan** devoted her life to the service of others. She enlisted as a nurse in the United States Air Force, became a chief nurse of several medical units, participated in the evacuation of troops from Vietnam, was selected as an outstanding U.S. reserve nurse on two occasions, was called to active duty during Desert Storm, and retired with the rank of colonel. Her daughter says she also served as a nursing director at Primary Children’s Hospital. Elsiemae died September 2008 at age 79.

**Norma Teju Berntson** developed great friendships at BYU and has stayed close with many. After graduation she worked in Elko, Nevada, where she met her husband, a surgeon. Later she became a head nurse in the recovery center at Primary Children’s Hospital in Salt Lake City. In 1999, after she had retired, her grandson was in the hospital, and she directed the staff on her best treatment for him. Norma loved her job. She resides in Salt Lake City.

**Carol Beth Wheeler Brunfield** devoted 50 years to nursing. After serving a mission in Brazil, she joined the faculty at the BYU College of Nursing, where she taught for 16 years. Her three children recall that their mother was voted one of the two most influential instructors at the college’s 40-year anniversary. Carol worked as an RN at LDS Hospital in Salt Lake City and at Woman’s Hospital in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, as director of women and children’s services at Mountain View Hospital in Payson, Utah, and as community education director for Primary Children’s Hospital. She was the college’s 2003 Honored Alumna. Carol died December 2012 at age 79.

**Carol Lynne Randall Flanary** worked at Utah Valley Hospital after graduation. A few years later she moved to Colorado and had a variety of jobs, including head nurse, general duty nurse, and evening supervisor. Carol worked at St. Luke’s Meridian Medical Center in Meridian, Idaho. She was a clinical assistant at Boise State University and taught psychiatric nursing and refresher registered-nursing courses. Carol resides in Logan, Utah.

**Marjorie Ann Jones Gibbons** met her husband shortly after graduation. Their five children tell the story of how she went to the University of Utah Institute to meet boys; their father, a med student, was there to meet girls. Later in life she two served a mission together that covered the Europe East Area, where they responded to medical problems in more than 40 missions, from Portugal to Siberia. Marjorie died November 2012 at age 78.

**Ruth Mignon Kennington** was the college’s first valedictorian, and she gave the graduation speech in 1956. She received her master’s degree in nursing from the University of Washington in 1964. She taught pediatrics at the University of Toronto and then obstetrics and pediatrics as an associate professor for 22 years in the BYU College of Nursing. Ruth died December 1989 at age 55 (due to a auto-pedestrian accident).

**Evelyn Falslev Larsen** was selected to join the honor society Phi Kappa Phi because of her exceptionally high grade point average. Through her 44 years of work, she touched lives at LDS Hospital, Budge Clinic in Logan, Utah, Cooley Memorial Hospital in Brigham City, Utah, Brigham City Community Hospital, and in an Alzheimer’s unit at Sunshine Terrace. Now retired, Evelyn encourages her large extended family to pursue careers in medicine. Within her family are six registered nurses, two nurse anesthetists, and an anesthesiologist (this list includes her son, five nieces, and a sister—Arlene Falslev Hobbs [BS ’67]). Evelyn resides in Brigham City, Utah.

**Gayla Lloyd Dye** spent four months as a nurse at LDS Hospital before serving a mission in England from 1956 to 1958. She later worked as a public health nurse for Weber County in Utah. After two years, she suspended her nursing career to mother her six children. She resumed work in 1983 at a nursing home near Weber and retired from the Ogden Clinic after 12 years. Gayla credits her BYU education for making her a better parent and church leader. She enjoys traveling, quilting, painting, and completing family history work. Gayla resides in Uintah, Utah.

**William Wheeler Brumfield** was a first-class legacy.
Margaret Louise Park Pitt married her husband two days after graduation and later became the mother of two boys and four girls. She was a registered nurse at LDS Hospital and later at Lakeview Hospital in Bountiful, Utah, where she specialized in intensive care nursing. Her nursing career spanned 58 years. Margaret died May 2014 at age 80.

Pearl Rogers Reyne worked at LDS Hospital and then joined the Army Nurse Corps and worked at Madigan Army Medical Center in Washington State. She left the army in 1958 to start a family. Pearl worked at a small hospital in McMinnville, Oregon, over the next 14 years while raising three children and two step-children. Pearl loved giving one-on-one care. She dedicated 40 years to nursing, including 25 years at Mesa Lutheran Hospital in Arizona as a staff nurse, head nurse, and administrative coordinator. Her greatest joy was her children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. Pearl died December 2009 at age 75.

Mary Ann Hatch Salisbury worked at Utah Valley Hospital for six months in the surgery clinic. After marrying her husband, Todd, she served as a substitute nurse at the Budge Clinic in Logan for five years and later became the clinic’s director of nursing until her family of four kids started moving around the country. While in Logan, Mary Ann volunteered at the first-aid booth at the yearly Tupperware convention; one hot summer, she helped revive more than 200 people who had passed out due to heat exhaustion by giving them oxygen and cold rags. Mary Ann resides in Brigham City, Utah.

ALDA JANE BENNETT SHELDON completed a master’s degree from the University of Utah. She taught for several years, was an associate chief nurse, treated HIV patients, and worked with the Denver Center for Human Caring. Alda resides in Lake Bluff, Illinois.

Mary Lee Heiss Peterson Dieuerts began nursing at the Seventh-day Adventist Hospital in Los Angeles, where the staff hired her because of her standards. Later she returned to Utah and worked for Cottonwood Hospital and then Doxey-Hatch Medical Center in Salt Lake City. Her career covered nearly 25 years. Mary Lee says she is grateful for and proud of her nursing degree. She resides in Sandy, Utah.

WAITY HAWA MILLER SKYMN graduated in August 1956. She worked as an RN in a hospital in McNary, Arizona, until 1962 and then served a mission in Northern California. She later married Frank Skym and moved to Wentworth, Missouri, where they had three daughters—and eventually ten grandchildren and one great-grandchild. Waity returned to nursing in 1983 and worked as an RN at the Missouri Veterans Home in Mt. Vernon, Missouri, until retiring in 1993. She says her time at BYU made her a stronger Latter-day Saint. Waity resides in Wentworth, Missouri.

LETHA AILEEN DOMAN STEELMAN married her husband, Don, while in the nursing program. Their three daughters say Letha actively served in the Church’s youth and genealogy programs and in the Dallas Texas Temple. In Idaho, Letha worked with the Boise Health Department. In California, she worked as head nurse at Inglewood General Hospital, as director of nursing at Hawthorne Community Hospital, and as a school nurse at Hawthorne School District. She finished up her career as a school nurse in Redondo Beach. Letha died March 2008 at age 73.

YOLANDE ALLEN THIL TEW was not sure if nursing or teaching seemed the better path to take for school. Her mother encouraged healthcare because she could see its potential for growth. After graduating Yolande worked in the post-surgery recovery room at LDS Hospital. Several years later she quit to enjoy her time as a mother. She received a 15-year volunteer service award from the American Red Cross in 1975. Yolande values her experiences as a nursing student and appreciates being in the first graduating class. She resides in Provo.
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Clinical practicum for the Public and Global Health Nursing course, ten students and two faculty members spent almost four weeks in May learning from the Samoan people and culture.

"I'm impressed with the many uses of the coconut," says Brady Shepherd, a sixth-semester nursing student from Auburn, Washington. "At first glance it seems to be a creative use of a resource, as it is utilized everywhere, but it is more of a culture, known as fa'a Samoa, which means 'the Samoan way.' It involves the social factors and traditional ways of life of the Samoan people."

Assistant teaching professor Gaye Ray (AS '81) says, "The purpose of our visit is to experience the culture and learn how it impacts healthcare, nursing roles, and healthcare systems. We quickly learned the staple foods include taro, breadfruit, bananas, coconut, and fish and how the typical diet and fa'a Samoa influence lifestyles and the social fabric of communities."

The Samoan Islands are located south of the equator in the Pacific Ocean, about halfway between Hawaii and New Zealand, and include the independent country of Samoa in the west and the U.S. territory of American Samoa in the east.

BYU College of Nursing students lodged in Apia, the capital of Samoa, and had clinical experiences in Sauniatu on the island of Upolu and in Vaiola on Savai'i, which required a lot of driving and taking ferries. They also spent time in American Samoa. The students found that Samoan nurses make a valuable difference in local healthcare—in hospitals, home visits, and door-to-door health checks. Like the coconut, native nurses are treasures of Samoa.

By BYU students and nurses
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Most students were surprised that a nurse in Samoa works an average of five days, rather than three 12-hour shifts as is typical in the United States. After putting in 50 or more hours each week, they spend their days off and other available time making home visits to patients.

BYU nursing students experienced two types of home visits when accompanying public health nurses. First, on the island of Aunu’u, American Samoa, they performed door-to-door visits in which they knocked on doors and shared a message tailored to the inhabitants of the home. The nurses promoted personal health, screened for chronic diseases, and answered any health- or wellness-related questions the residents had.

"Based on who was home," says Shepherd, "we would offer different types of healthcare training, such as a blood pressure check, a discussion about managing diabetes, or suggestions for healthy eating habits. Our patients were of all ages and were quite appreciative that we came to their home for assistance. They also seemed pleased that we would serve the community in this way." The students prepared in advance and created flip charts on a variety of subjects to help in these presentations.

On one stop, Shepherd and his peers met a woman whose neighbor had died the year prior because no one in the area knew how to administer CPR. He says, "We asked her if she would like to learn CPR so she could assist someone in the future if needed, and she agreed." They spent the next 30 minutes practicing this lifesaving technique on a plastic water jug, as a manikin was not accessible.

Second, on the island of Tutuila, American Samoa, they visited those who were elderly, had received prior hospitalization care, or needed a follow-up review. Nursing students and their mentoring nurses were able to evaluate the care, use of medications, and need for additional treatment of those they met.

"I most appreciate that there was only one elderly care center on the island," says Stephen Winert, a sixth-semester nursing student. "It made the experience much more meaningful for me to spend time in this setting." The students also learned that they could make a big impact on the patients they encountered.
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Elizabeth Kerr, a fifth-semester nursing student from Paso Robles, California, had never been outside of the United States before leaving for this practicum. “I had to get a passport for the class,” she explains. “While my culture [preparation] course helped me anticipate many things about Samoa, learning from [the Samoans] firsthand was powerful.”

Kerr was in awe of the family support nurses, doctors, and other hospital staff were one in purpose, “says Winert. “I watched how they worked together as a team for the benefit of the patient. They were not worried about ego or who had the best idea.”

This concept of teamwork also played out midafternoons around 3:00 p.m. Many nursing shifts ended at this time, and the nurses and administration got together in the courtyard and participated in Zumba (an aerobic fitness program featuring Latin American–inspired dance moves and music) as a group. “The nurses gathered as a way to relieve stress and exercise,” says Ray. “Mostly they enjoyed being with each other. Our BYU group was one in purpose, “ says Winert. “That did not stop those working on the hospital may not be stocked with the latest equipment or [may be] low supplied,” he explains. “That did not stop those working equipment or [may be] low supplied.”

Hundres of these dental kits had been donated by the BYU College of Nursing alumni board as part of its annual service project each October. Every year on the Saturday of BYU Homecoming, kits like these are assembled from donated items and given to student groups to distribute each spring during their clinical practicums.

The BYU nursing students also taught about hygiene and anatomy at three primary schools on two islands in American Samoa and at two schools on two islands in Samoa. “They were flattered to hear about our appreciation for their mentoring,” says Ray. “American Samoa is small, and because she lived there for nearly 20 years, she knows almost everyone. Her knowledge and friendships helped us to feel like insiders rather than spectators during our time there.”

Kerr feels that the local people wanted to share what is so special about their country. “They were flatterd to hear us attempt to learn their language,” she says. “Our efforts were either correct and they felt touched, or slightly off and they would smile some then offer a pronunciation of the right word.”

In addition to working at hospitals and outreach clinics, the group instructed grade school children about dental hygiene and anatomy at three primary schools on two islands in American Samoa and at two schools on two islands in Samoa.

Ray’s son Andrew attends the University of Utah School of Dentistry and trained the BYU nursing students to administer a fluoride varnish, which provides extra strength and protection against tooth decay. Following dental hygiene instruction, the nursing students also distributed toothbrushes, toothpaste, and floss.

Each Friday of the trip, Ray required her students to record in their journals how they were responsible for learning that week. Responses included acquiring and sharing new knowledge, observing and respecting the local customs, and sharing insights into Samoa’s culture and traditions.

“Throughout the experience Ray kept telling the students, “I just want you to be a little bit more Samoan.” She knows that when you leave the country, you take a piece of it in your heart. The BYU nursing students learned how to be kinder and more understanding to their patients as a result of serving in these islands.

Ray says, “You can’t not come back a different person if you let the Samoan islands shape and change you!”

Enhancing the experience was a second college employee, NLC instructor Christine Peters (AS ’84, BS ’85), who not only lives in Samoa for nearly two months each year but also understands the culture, works for LBJ Tropical Medical Center, and has many key contacts in friends and associates.

“[Peters] benefited our learning by sharing her love for the Samoan people and teaching us how to use appropriate phrases when shopping at the market and greeting patients and new friends,” says Ray. “American Samoa is small, and because she lived there for nearly 20 years, she knows almost everyone. Her knowledge and friendships helped us to feel like insiders rather than spectators during our time there.”

Kerr feels that the local people wanted to share what is so special about their country. “They were flattered to hear us attempt to learn their language,” she says. “Our efforts were either correct and they felt touched, or slightly off and they would smile some then offer a pronunciation of the right word.”
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“I just want you to be a little bit more Samoan.” She knows that when you leave the country, you take a piece of it in your heart. The BYU nursing students learned how to be kinder and more understanding to their patients as a result of serving in these islands.

Ray says, “You can’t not come back a different person if you let the Samoan islands shape and change you!”

Enhancing the experience was a second college employee, NLC instructor Christine Peters (AS ’84, BS ’85), who not only lives in Samoa for nearly two months each year but also understands the culture, works for LBJ Tropical Medical Center, and has many key contacts in friends and associates.

“[Peters] benefited our learning by sharing her love for the Samoan people and teaching us how to use appropriate phrases when shopping at the market and greeting patients and new friends,” says Ray. “American Samoa is small, and because she lived there for nearly 20 years, she knows almost everyone. Her knowledge and friendships helped us to feel like insiders rather than spectators during our time there.”

Kerr feels that the local people wanted to share what is so special about their country. “They were flattered to hear us attempt to learn their language,” she says. “Our efforts were either correct and they felt touched, or slightly off and they would smile some then offer a pronunciation of the right word.”

In addition to working at hospitals and outreach clinics, the group instructed grade school children about dental hygiene and anatomy at three primary schools on two islands in American Samoa and at two schools on two islands in Samoa.

Ray’s son Andrew attends the University of Utah School of Dentistry and trained the BYU nursing students to administer a fluoride varnish, which provides extra strength and protection against tooth decay. Following dental hygiene instruction, the nursing students also distributed toothbrushes, toothpaste, and floss. Hundreds of these dental kits had been donated by the BYU College of Nursing alumni board as part of its annual service project each October. Every year on the Saturday of BYU Homecoming, kits like these are assembled from donated items and given to student groups to distribute each spring during their clinical practicums.

The BYU nursing students also taught about hygiene and anatomy to school children on three primary schools on two islands in American Samoa and at two schools on two islands in Samoa.

Ray’s son Andrew attends the University of Utah School of Dentistry and trained the BYU nursing students to administer a fluoride varnish, which provides extra strength and protection against tooth decay. Following dental hygiene instruction, the nursing students also distributed toothbrushes, toothpaste, and floss.

Hundreds of these dental kits had been donated by the BYU College of Nursing alumni board as part of its annual service project each October. Every year on the Saturday of BYU Homecoming, kits like these are assembled from donated items and given to student groups to distribute each spring during their clinical practicums.

The BYU nursing students also taught about hygiene and anatomy at three primary schools on two islands in American Samoa and at two schools on two islands in Samoa. “They were flattered to hear us attempt to learn their language,” she says. “Our efforts were either correct and they felt touched, or slightly off and they would smile some then offer a pronunciation of the right word.”

In addition to working at hospitals and outreach clinics, the group instructed grade school children about dental hygiene and anatomy at three primary schools on two islands in American Samoa and at two schools on two islands in Samoa. “While spending shifts in the ICU and trained the BYU nursing students to administer a fluoride varnish, which provides extra strength and protection against tooth decay. Following dental hygiene instruction, the nursing students also distributed toothbrushes, toothpaste, and floss.

Hundreds of these dental kits had been donated by the BYU College of Nursing alumni board as part of its annual service project each October. Every year on the Saturday of BYU Homecoming, kits like these are assembled from donated items and given to student groups to distribute each spring during their clinical practicums.

The BYU nursing students also taught about hygiene and anatomy at three primary schools on two islands in American Samoa and at two schools on two islands in Samoa. “They were flattered to hear us attempt to learn their language,” she says. “Our efforts were either correct and they felt touched, or slightly off and they would smile some then offer a pronunciation of the right word.”
Semiannual Speed “Nurseworking” Luncheon. This luncheon, which occurs on campus in October and February, allows alumni to share their career insights with senior nursing students. The event is similar to speed dating, with alumni changing tables each course of the meal to meet more people. It is free for alumni to participate, but space is limited. RSVP to nursingpr@byu.edu.

Alumni Service Project. On the Saturday of BYU Homecoming (October 15 in 2016), alumni, faculty, and students gather annually to assemble materials for different kits. Each spring term, senior nursing students distribute these kits during their clinical practicum sessions of the public and global health nursing course. Kits are for newborns, personal hygiene, dental care, first aid, and home cleaning. The college appreciates the financial gifts and donated items received for this project. For more information on assembling kits or donating materials, email nursingpr@byu.edu.

Annual Night of Nursing (a nursing alumni gathering in your local community). On one night each year, BYU College of Nursing alumni meet together in small groups across the nation to reminisce, network, and have fun. In 2017 we will gather on Thursday, March 2. Large parties on campus and in the Salt Lake Valley will connect via videoconference with all sites. Plan now to host or attend one of these gatherings, the college will help plan and organize your event.

Women’s Conference Alumni Luncheon. If you are attending BYU Women’s Conference next year, make sure to stop by on May 4 for a free lunch! We will be on the northwest patio of the Kimball Tower (enter from outside or through room 130 SWKT) and will offer food from 11:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. A guest is welcome to attend with you. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. Attendees will receive a unique college promotional item and can tour the Mary Jane Rawlinson Geertsen Nursing Learning Center.

Alumni and guests gather at the annual luncheon offered the first day of BYU Women’s Conference. 2. Rebecca Anderson (guest), Mykin Matson Higbee (BS ’95), and Robin Baker Thomas (AS ’74) visit during lunch. 3. Nursing alumni enjoy this free event sponsored by the college alumni board.
I imagine myself as a mission nurse helping oversee the health and well-being of the Lord’s missionaries. What does that look like? What would you be doing? Would you really make a difference?

Many BYU College of Nursing graduates have served as a mission nurse. Responsibilities differ depending on the mission, but consider doing the following:

- Triaging in-field missionary calls and handling minor healthcare problems
- Scheduling medical and dental appointments
- Facilitating insurance coverage and payments
- Helping missionaries obtain needed medications or medical supplies
- Teaching health principles and illness prevention techniques

As members of the Mission Nurse Specialist Committee, we have the privilege of teaching, supporting, and interviewing junior and senior mission nurses. We have learned of miracles in which the Spirit has guided nurses as they triage in-field missionary calls and make necessary arrangements to serve the missionary.

We need more mission nurses to meet the challenge to “have a nurse in every mission,” given by Elder Gregory Schwitzer, General Authority Seventy and chair of the Missionary Medical Health Services Division. Young single nurses and senior (married or single) nurses are valuable resources in hastening the work of salvation as they keep the missionary force healthy, strong, and proselytizing.

Wherever they serve, mission nurses are having a huge impact. Mary Tanner (BS ’98) served as a junior mission nurse specialist in the Ecuador Guayaquil South Mission. Tanner and the mission nurse specialist helped implement an educational program about cleanliness and food preparation for missionaries and the maumias who often feed them. Through this education and a creative approach to triaging missionary calls, they were able to reduce gastric illnesses by 50 percent, which allowed more healthy missionaries to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ.

“Although it was sometimes difficult to coordinate and fulfill both proselytizing and nurse responsibilities, I’m grateful for my experience as a mission nurse because of the opportunity it gave me to serve the missionaries,” says Tanner.

Diane Farnsworth Teichert (BS ’75) describes how she came to be a mission nurse: “The Lord directed me into nursing many years ago when my brother broke his leg. I saw how the BYU student nurse helped him through a very difficult time and made his life better. I wanted to do that, so I switched my major to nursing. I feel confident that the Lord was preparing me at that crossroads to serve this mission.” After graduating and working for one year as an RN, Teichert focused on raising her family and taught piano for the next three decades. When she submitted her papers to serve a mission, she had no idea that she would be called as a senior mission nurse specialist to the Marshall Islands.

We need more mission nurses to meet the challenge to “have a nurse in every mission.”

“There are hard things [as a mission nurse], but the benefits and growth seem so far outweigh things that are difficult. Being a full-time missionary changed my life,” Teichert says. “The Spirit brought much of my medical training back to me quickly and guided my decisions in the healthcare. Mission nurse specialists on the Lord’s errand are blessed with His help.”

The Lord inspires the mission nurses to appropriately care for each missionary. Asha Despain Himmighoefer was serving as a junior mission nurse in the E1 Salvador San Salvador West/Belize Mission when, after taking calls from sick missionaries, she was thinking about a particular elder who had become ill within the past few days. His symptoms were different from what she had seen before, and she was having a difficult time determining the best way to care for him.

As she entered her bedroom to begin her personal study, Himmighoefer felt prompted to kneel and pray. As she finished praying, she says, “a powerful impression came that I needed to send the missionary to the doctor right away!” Himmighoefer hesitated for a moment, knowing from previous experience that if she stopped to make the arrangements she would lose precious study time. Realizing, however, that this was an impression from the Spirit, she postponed her study and made the necessary arrangements to send the missionary to the doctor.

“I was so grateful to our Heavenly Father because the missionary was found to have appendicitis,” Himmighoefer says. “It had presented in such a way that it appeared more like gastritis. The impression I received strengthened my testimony that the Lord does watch out and care for His missionaries. He also inspires those in charge of their care to know what to do to care for their health and well-being.”

Of her mission nurse experience Himmighoefer says, “It was perfect for me. Although it was very hard work in conjunction with the proselytizing work, I loved it and am so grateful to have been able to serve in such a capacity. I learned a great deal more than I would have otherwise.”

Many married, senior mission nurse specialists ask, “What will my spouse do?” The spouse, in addition to supporting the nursing role, takes on a complementary role in areas like facilities management, transportation, leadership, or office support. Junior nurse companions assist senior nurses, and together they also fulfill normal proselytizing responsibilities. While mission nurses are busy, President Thomas S. Monson promised in the April 1996 general conference, “When we are on the Lord’s errand, we are entitled to the Lord’s help. Remember that whom the Lord calls, the Lord qualifies.”

The Lord needs nurses. What a privilege to serve, to make a difference. But don’t just visualize the impact you could have by serving as a mission nurse—make it a reality! If you are interested in serving as a mission nurse, be sure to note your medical expertise on the paperwork when you submit your recommendation to serve a full-time mission. You do not need a current RN license, but you must be a nursing graduate. If you are interested in becoming a part-time church-service volunteer nurse in the mission where you live, or if you want more information on these opportunities, contact:

Chris Lake, RN
bcllake@dldchurch.org
801-240-7740

Shannon Clegg, RN, MBA
shannon.clegg@dldchurch.org
801-547-7684

Nurses are valuable resources in hastening the work of salvation as they keep the missionary force healthy, strong, and proselytizing.
Alumni Updates

On April 7, 52 alumni, faculty, and friends of the College of Nursing gathered for a reception at the Disneyland Hotel in Anaheim, California, as part of the Western Institute of Nursing research conference. Participating alumni included: Elizabeth Manning McCombs (AS ’79, BS ’84), Nancy Kuehner Kraus (AS ’80, BS ’82), Marie Muller Prothero (MS ’96), Stephanie Jonson Bills (BS ’12), and Stacie Seymour Vaughn (BS ’12), as well as Mariellen Ferrin Sereno (AS ’79, BS ’84), pictured here with a cutout of Cosmo the Cougar.

Debra Seeley Lundskog (AS ’80) has worked as an RNC-OB AirMed at the University of Utah School of Medicine for more than 10 years.

Lorie Hammond Mitchell (AS ’83), a nurse manager with Intermountain Healthcare, is celebrating 17 years of service.

IN MEMORIAM

Lynda Juan LaTronico VanWagoner (BS ’62)
Lyn Jacobsen Phillips (AS ’68)
Colleen Seal Beazanth (AS ’73)
Leslie Ann Hills Harward (AS ’80, BS ’83)
Mary Ellen Jackson (AS ’83, BS ’84)

Jennifer Lawrence Colarusso (BS ’95) is now tele-ICU program coordinator for the University of Utah Hospitals and Clinics.

Marie Muller Prothero (MS ’96) will be honored during Homecoming with the college’s Alumni Achievement Award and will present a campus lecture to alumni, students, and friends on Thursday, October 13, at 11 a.m. in room 270 SWKT. Prothero has served three years as the executive director for quality services at St. Mark’s Hospital in Salt Lake City. Prior to this role she was the CEO of Utah Valley Specialty Hospital in Provo for seven years.

Kathryn R. Miller (BS ’00) led the Maternal Health Task Force for the Harvard School of Public Health and created a training kit to promote and practice team preparedness for obstetric emergencies. Download free materials at http://bit.ly/2B9KXNR.

Looking for a December 2012 alumna? At 6:25 p.m. on September 19, 2011, a BYU student nurse helped with the delivery of Rachelang Langston’s youngest son at Orem Community Hospital. At the time, Langston did not know that she would go on to pursue nursing. She would like to find the alumna and let her know that one of the mothers whose delivery she observed ended up in BYU’s nursing program as well. “I love that there was a BYU-ON at my delivery and then I ended up going into nursing,” Langston says. “If you remember this and would like to reconnect with Langston (now a third-semester nursing student), please email nursinggr@byu.edu.”

Kelsey Sax (BS ’14) recently accepted a new position in a burn trauma ICU in Washington, DC.

Jacqueline Drewery Grange (AS ’83) completed an 18-month service assignment last March as a mission nurse specialist in the Dominican Republic Santiago Mission.

Linda Weiker Swenson (BS ’86) is a legal nurse consultant for Fabian VanCott attorneys in Salt Lake City. She also enjoys participating in the college’s semianual Speed Nursing Luncheon (in October and February), where she offers career insights to senior nursing students.

Suzanna Mitchell Livingston (BS ’91) recently brought 22 young women from the Lindon 11th Ward to tour the Mary Jane Ranwinston Geertsen Nursing Learning Center. They learned about blood pressure and got to experience pregnancy mobility issues by wearing an empathy belly.

New promotion! Advanced degree? Recently published? Let your peers across the country know. Email nursinggr@byu.edu. Your news may be included in the next edition of Learning the Healer’s Art.

Faculty Spotlight: Katreena Collette-Merrill

A Passion for Helping

By Nathan Brown

Katreena’s eyes lit up as she heard the faint bell ringing from her sick older brother’s bedroom. She rushed down the stairs and in seconds was at his side, ready to help. Katreena’s little figureine-shaped bell stood on his nightstand. The whole family knew that whenever they got sick, all they had to do was ring, and Katreena would be there to care for them.

Associate professor Dr. Katreena Collette-Merrill (AS ’83, BS ’85) has always wanted to be a nurse. From a young age, she recognized the value of serving others with the healer’s art. “Honestly, I do not remember ever not wanting to be a nurse,” she says. “I would take those aptitude tests, and it would always tell me that I was meant to be a nurse. I did not know any nurses or what they did, but I always wanted to help people, so I thought it was a good fit.”

Growing up in Southern California, Collette-Merrill planned to work at Children’s Hospital of Orange County. Yet when it came time to apply for school, she seemed drawn to the atmosphere of Brigham Young University and its high-caliber nursing program.

Although Collette-Merrill knew she wanted to be a nurse, she did not know about some of the less appealing parts of the job. “I remember thinking, ‘What am I doing here? This stuff is gross,’” she says. “I was interested in the medical stuff I was learning, but it just did not resonate with me. But when I got into pediatrics, that is when I realized I had found my niche—plus they had crackers and cookies!”

From her undergraduate experience, Collette-Merrill realized that she also wanted to teach. She remembers sitting in a research class, looking at her professor, and realizing that that was what she wanted to do. So she set a goal to have her master’s degree by the time she was 30 and a PhD by 40. “I did not quite make it,” Collette-Merrill says. “Something a little more important, called famyl, came up. But I set my mind to it and received both from the University of Utah, even if it was a little bit later than I planned.”

She began teaching at BYU in 2009 as an adjunct professor and a year later became an assistant professor. When she compares her work with other nursing groups to her work with BYU, she realizes how important spirituality is in the nursing profession. “I do not think you can take care of people in the most difficult situations in their lives without that spiritual component,” she says. “That is something that I think is so great about BYU. If I were teaching at a non-faith-based university, I would not be able to bring that component into my lecture, and for me it is not something I can separate. It is key.”

At the end of the day, Collette-Merrill keeps on doing what she is doing because of her students. The one-on-one interaction, she says. “I can mentor them in research and life and make a difference.”

Her peers feel that the college is better because she is a member of the faculty. “Katreena’s research allows nursing students to see the personal impact they can have on improving patient care,” says assistant professor Dr. Janelle Macintosh. “She is innovative and seeks every opportunity to improve teaching.”

Collette-Merrill is married with three children. She also has two dogs: a chocolate lab and a golden retriever. Upon returning home after work, the first thing she wants to do is spend time with her family; however, Collette-Merrill thinks her family would probably say she goes for her dogs first.
Promotion

Contributing Much to the College

Holly Skelton

Holly Glazier Skelton served as the executive assistant to six deans in the College of Nursing and gave 30 years of service to its programs. Throughout this time, she had the opportunity to work with and observe the skills of the various deans. “They were all amazing in different ways,” says Skelton. “They each had different strengths, and because we had a close working relationship, I was able to learn their leadership styles. I also have a lot of fond memories of being able to interact with the faculty.”

Some of the key projects Skelton worked on include the 40th, 50th, and 60th anniversary celebrations for the College of Nursing, which she says are “moments that help to build relationships, camaraderie, and positive connections for the College of Nursing, which she says are “moments that help to build relationships, camaraderie, and positive connections for the College of Nursing.”

Skelton witnessed many changes to the nursing program—from adding computers to the office in the late 1980s to seeing the recent $4 million remodel of the nursing simulation lab—all of which have enhanced the daily life and business of working, teaching, serving, and scholarship in nursing.

She contributed much of her time and talents to the College of Nursing over the years and received two university awards: the Staff President’s Appreciation Award in 2011 and the Fred A. Schwendiman Performance Award in 2014. She leaves the college to work for advancement vice president Matthew O. Richardson and will be involved in BYU athletics, broadcasting, and campus devotionals.

Skelton and her husband, Kevin, have two daughters, Taylor and McKenzi.

Retirement

Learning from the Academic Advisor

Mark White, PhD

Mark E. White spent the last decade as the supervisor for the College of Nursing’s Undergraduate Advisement Center.

White was born and raised in Dallas. He served in the Argentine North Mission and graduated from BYU with a BA in English. After graduation he returned to Texas to earn a master’s degree in counseling from the University of North Texas. He used that knowledge to work as a high school counselor and later earned an MSE in secondary curriculum and instruction and a PhD in educational psychology from BYU.

After completing the PhD program, he returned to Texas to serve first as principal of Keller High School and later as superintendent for Keller Independent School District. In 2005 he came to BYU as a professor of ancient scripture and began his role with the College of Nursing.

Dean Patricia Ravert states that White has been instrumental in moving the advisement center toward greater efficiency, particularly by digitizing the student records. She says, “He is an expert in human resources and helped the college to handle many issues.”

Cara Wiley, White’s replacement and former assistant, is proud to have worked for him. “He has hilarious stories, amazing gospel insights and knowledge, and is gifted in counseling and teaching,” she says.

White and his wife, Kathy, have five children and six grandchildren. Their retirement plans include taking a long, relaxing cruise to Europe.

Passionate About Nursing

James Kohl, DNP, RN, ACNP-BC

Associate teaching professor James E. Kohl is passionate about nursing and the courses he instructed over the past 12 years. He jokes that he became a nurse to get dates more easily. However, losing his dad while he was a teenager was the main influence in Kohl’s career choice. He wanted to have a personal and profound connection with those who grived through the process of losing a loved one.

Because of his strong sense of patriotism, Kohl decided to join the U.S. Navy Nurse Corps in 1978. His navy career included working in the CCU, surgical ICU, E.D., and ICUs of U.S. Navy hospital ships (USNS Mercy and USNS Comfort); he was also the only nurse onboard an aircraft carrier (USS Dwight D. Eisenhower) with a population of 6,000 navy and marine corps personnel. He completed two education tours to receive his bachelor’s degree from the University of San Diego and his master’s from the University of Maryland, Baltimore.

Kohl also served as the nursing CEO of Naval Hospital Oak Harbor in Washington State.

After 26 years in the navy, Kohl was offered a teaching position in BYU’s College of Nursing. Having always been passionate about academia, he felt excited about teaching students who were pursuing the same career. His best paydays, he says, are the ones when he receives a heartfelt thank-you card from a student whose life he impacted for the better.

Before living in Utah, Kohl had been instrumental in nursing courses. He served on the BYU Gerontology Program committee from 2007 to 2015. He worked with several local and national boards related to gerontology, including the National Center for Assisted Living National Quality Award Program and the Utah Aging Alliance.

In 2011 she was selected for LEAD, the National League for Nursing’s leadership development program. Two years later she was appointed by Gary Herbert, governor of Utah, to serve on the seven-member board of Aging and Adult Services.

Heise published several aging-related articles during her career and most recently conducted research about ready access for older adults to their personal health records. Especially during the last several years while at BYU, she has championed service for the elderly.

A Champion for Gerontology Programs

Barbara Heise, PhD, APRN, CNE

Dr. Barbara Heise received her PhD in nursing from the University of Virginia in 2007. Her dissertation was based on extensive research on the patterns and outcomes of healthcare use among at-risk alcohol users.

Heise earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in nursing from Missouri Southern State College and State University of New York at Binghamton, respectively.

Before living in Utah, Heise held various clinical positions in Missouri, Virginia, and New York. She joined the BYU College of Nursing in 2005 and changed her research focus to supporting education on caring for older adults.

Career highlights as an associate professor include coordinating a course on nursing care of older adults and facilitating the cross-listing of a course on end-of-life care to make the class available to non-nursing majors. She also helped integrate gerontology training into other nursing courses.

Heise served on the BYU Gerontology Program committee from 2007 to 2015. She worked with several local and national boards related to gerontology, including the National Center for Assisted Living National Quality Award Program and the Utah Aging Alliance.

In 2011 she was selected for LEAD, the National League for Nursing’s leadership development program. Two years later she was appointed by Gary Herbert, governor of Utah, to serve on the seven-member board of Aging and Adult Services.

Heise served the BYU Gerontology Program committee from 2007 to 2015. She worked with several local and national boards related to gerontology, including the National Center for Assisted Living National Quality Award Program and the Utah Aging Alliance.

In 2011 she was selected for LEAD, the National League for Nursing’s leadership development program. Two years later she was appointed by Gary Herbert, governor of Utah, to serve on the seven-member board of Aging and Adult Services.

Heise published several aging-related articles during her career and most recently conducted research about ready access for older adults to their personal health records. Especially during the last several years while at BYU, she has championed service for the elderly.

Learning from the Academic Advisor

Mark White, PhD

Mark E. White spent the last decade as the supervisor for the College of Nursing’s Undergraduate Advisement Center.

White was born and raised in Dallas. He served in the Argentine North Mission and graduated from BYU with a BA in English. After graduation he returned to Texas to earn a master’s degree in counseling from the University of North Texas. He used that knowledge to work as a high school counselor and later earned an MSE in secondary curriculum and instruction and a PhD in educational psychology from BYU.

After completing the PhD program, he returned to Texas to serve first as principal of Keller High School and later as superintendent for Keller Independent School District. In 2005 he came to BYU as a professor of ancient scripture and began his role with the College of Nursing.

Dean Patricia Ravert states that White has been instrumental in moving the advisement center toward greater efficiency, particularly by digitizing the student records. She says, “He is an expert in human resources and helped the college to handle many issues.”

Cara Wiley, White’s replacement and former assistant, is proud to have worked for him. “He has hilarious stories, amazing gospel insights and knowledge, and is gifted in counseling and teaching,” she says.

White and his wife, Kathy, have five children and six grandchildren. Their retirement plans include taking a long, relaxing cruise to Europe.

White has been instrumental in moving the advisement center toward greater efficiency, particularly by digitizing the student records.

Passionate About Nursing

James Kohl, DNP, RN, ACNP-BC

Associate teaching professor James E. Kohl is passionate about nursing and the courses he instructed over the past 12 years. He jokes that he became a nurse to get dates more easily. However, losing his dad while he was a teenager was the main influence in Kohl’s career choice. He wanted to have a personal and profound connection with those who grived through the process of losing a loved one.

Because of his strong sense of patriotism, Kohl decided to join the U.S. Navy Nurse Corps in 1978. His navy career included working in the CCU, surgical ICU, E.D., and ICUs of U.S. Navy hospital ships (USNS Mercy and USNS Comfort); he was also the only nurse onboard an aircraft carrier (USS Dwight D. Eisenhower) with a population of 6,000 navy and marine corps personnel. He completed two education tours to receive his bachelor’s degree from the University of San Diego and his master’s from the University of Maryland, Baltimore.

Kohl also served as the nursing CEO of Naval Hospital Oak Harbor in Washington State.

After 26 years in the navy, Kohl was offered a teaching position in BYU’s College of Nursing. Having always been passionate about academia, he felt excited about teaching students who were pursuing the same career. His best paydays, he says, are the ones when he receives a heartfelt thank-you card from a student whose life he impacted for the better.

Before living in Utah, Kohl had been instrumental in nursing courses. He served on the BYU Gerontology Program committee from 2007 to 2015. He worked with several local and national boards related to gerontology, including the National Center for Assisted Living National Quality Award Program and the Utah Aging Alliance.

In 2011 she was selected for LEAD, the National League for Nursing’s leadership development program. Two years later she was appointed by Gary Herbert, governor of Utah, to serve on the seven-member board of Aging and Adult Services.

Heise published several aging-related articles during her career and most recently conducted research about ready access for older adults to their personal health records. Especially during the last several years while at BYU, she has championed service for the elderly.

A Champion for Gerontology Programs

Barbara Heise, PhD, APRN, CNE

Dr. Barbara Heise received her PhD in nursing from the University of Virginia in 2007. Her dissertation was based on extensive research on the patterns and outcomes of healthcare use among at-risk alcohol users.

Heise earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in nursing from Missouri Southern State College and State University of New York at Binghamton, respectively.

Before living in Utah, Heise held various clinical positions in Missouri, Virginia, and New York. She joined the BYU College of Nursing in 2005 and changed her research focus to supporting education on caring for older adults.

Career highlights as an associate professor include coordinating a course on nursing care of older adults and facilitating the cross-listing of a course on end-of-life care to make the class available to non-nursing majors. She also helped integrate gerontology training into other nursing courses.

Heise served on the BYU Gerontology Program committee from 2007 to 2015. She worked with several local and national boards related to gerontology, including the National Center for Assisted Living National Quality Award Program and the Utah Aging Alliance.

In 2011 she was selected for LEAD, the National League for Nursing’s leadership development program. Two years later she was appointed by Gary Herbert, governor of Utah, to serve on the seven-member board of Aging and Adult Services.

Heise published several aging-related articles during her career and most recently conducted research about ready access for older adults to their personal health records. Especially during the last several years while at BYU, she has championed service for the elderly.
Who’s Calling the Shots? Immunizations in the NICU

Janelle L. B. Macintosh, Assistant Professor, PhD, RN

In the United States approximately 500,000 infants are born each year before 37 weeks gestation. The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) encourages hospitals that clinically stable preterm and low-birth-weight infants receive all immunizations at the same chronological age as full-term infants regardless of gestational age or weight at birth.

Despite the AAP recommendation as well as several studies suggesting that immunizations should be administered in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) to allow for 48-hour monitoring, many infants in the NICU are not being immunized on the recommended schedule. One study reported that only 51 percent of infants discharged from the NICU were up to date for routine immunizations and 27 percent had not received any immunizations.

BYU College of Nursing faculty member Dr. Janelle Macintosh wanted to determine vaccination rates of infants that are 2 months old and being cared for in a level-III, in-state NICU. She also wanted to identify potential risk factors for non- or under-immunization of NICU graduates. Her research team—consisting of peer faculty members Lacey M. Eden (BS ’02, MS ’09), Dr. Karleen “Beth” E. Luthy (MS ’05), Dr. Katreena Collette-Merrill (AS ’83, BS ’85), and several graduate and undergraduate nursing students—began a pilot study to explore parental attitudes and beliefs that may contribute to the lower vaccination rates.

Their cross-sectional descriptive study included charts for 44 infants. For inclusion in the study infants must have been less than 60 days of age when admitted to the NICU and greater than 60 days of age when discharged from the NICU between January 1, 2010, and December 31, 2011. Institutional Review Board approval was received before data collection. The research team used SPSS for descriptive analysis and logistical regression.

Information from charts of all qualifying infants was reviewed. Records indicate that DTaP, Hep B, Hib, and IPV immunizations were given during an infant’s stay in the hospital. Initial analysis revealed that approximately 85 percent of infants were fully immunized at discharge, which is significantly higher than previously reported in literature.

The most frequently encountered traumas involve a life-threatening accident, a natural disaster, or witnessing a traumatic event. A nurse who is caring for a patient who has experienced significant trauma should remember that it is not the event that determines whether someone is traumatic to someone but the individual’s experience of the event and the meaning they make of it. Those who feel supported after the event (through family, friends, spiritual connections, etc.) and who had a chance to talk about and process the traumatic event are often able to integrate the experience into their lives, like any other experience.

It is important for nurses to understand and remember that there are no right or wrong reactions to trauma, as there is significant variability in behaviors. Some patients cry uncontrollably while others may become nonresponsive or emotionally displaced. During trauma, a hormonal flood is released, triggering a fight, flight, or freeze response. While some individuals fight or freeze during trauma, others freeze—a response known as tonic immobility. Sexual-assault victims often experience tonic immobility, which makes them unable to run, fight, or flee.

In addition to meeting basic needs and physical care, it is vitally important to address the psychological needs of the traumatized patient. During and after a traumatic event, individuals feel a loss of control. Nurses can help patients regain a feeling of control by informing them of what will happen next and providing choices to victims of sexual assault, the victims report that the nurses’ actions help in their emotional recovery from the trauma.

The influence of these professors’ studies is far-reaching. Last year Valentine, Maby, and Miles coauthored a chapter on the neurobiology of trauma in a textbook published by Sigma Theta Tau.

Maby recently completed and published a literature review on the treatment of post-traumatic stress disorder in patients with severe mental illness. Her mental-health materials suggest that nurses should be part of the efforts to develop, test, and implement treatment models.

For the past two years, Valentine has worked with the police department of West Valley City (WVC), Utah, and with the Utah Prosecution Council to train officers on the impact trauma has on sexual-assault victims. This collaboration led to implementing new protocols that aim to ensure compassionate treatment and support for sexual-assault victims.

After reviewing the cases of 2014, the results of Valentine’s work with WVC showed that sexual-assault prosecution jumped from 6 percent to 24 percent. Her work helped validate the importance of the Trauma Informed Victim Interview, which takes into account the effect of trauma on a victim’s memory and behavior. With that impact in mind, investigators conducting the interviews were more successful and comprehensive when compared to interviews gathered with previous investigative techniques. Valentine conducted a survey of the victims and found high levels of satisfaction. She also analyzed the data regarding screening and prosecution rates.

There are plans to expand the study to other law enforcement agencies and prosecutors’ offices, depending on funding.

Understanding Forensic Nursing Principles: Providing Trauma-Informed Care

Julie Valentine, Assistant Professor, PhD, RN, CNE, SANE-A; Linda Mabey, Assistant Teaching Professor, DNP, APN, PMHCNS-

Nurses work with many individuals who have suffered trauma. BYU College of Nursing faculty members Dr. Julie Valentine and Dr. Linda Mabey—along with Dr. Leslie Wildlen Miles (AS ’83, BS ’99)—have several undergraduate nursing students—researching the neurobiology of trauma, the repercussions of experiencing trauma, and interventions to improve the lives and functioning of traumatized individuals. They are specifically focusing on the impact of sexual-assault trauma.

The most frequently encountered traumas involve a life-threatening accident, a natural disaster, or witnessing a traumatic event. A nurse who is caring for a patient who has experienced significant trauma should remember that it is not the event that determines whether someone is traumatic to someone but the individual’s experience of the event and the meaning they make of it. Those who feel supported after the event (through family, friends, spiritual connections, etc.) and who had a chance to talk about and process the traumatic event are often able to integrate the experience into their lives, like any other experience.

It is important for nurses to understand and remember that there are no right or wrong reactions to trauma, as there is significant variability in behaviors. Some patients cry uncontrollably while others may become nonresponsive or emotionally displaced. During trauma, a hormonal flood is released, triggering a fight, flight, or freeze response. While some individuals fight or freeze during trauma, others freeze—a response known as tonic immobility. Sexual-assault victims often experience tonic immobility, which makes them unable to run, fight, or flee.

In addition to meeting basic needs and physical care, it is vitally important to address the psychological needs of the traumatized patient. During and after a traumatic event, individuals feel a loss of control. Nurses can help patients regain a feeling of control by informing them of what will happen next and providing choices to victims of sexual assault, the victims report that the nurses’ actions help in their emotional recovery from the trauma.

The influence of these professors’ studies is far-reaching. Last year Valentine, Mabey, and Miles coauthored a chapter on the neurobiology of trauma in a textbook published by Sigma Theta Tau.

Mabey recently completed and published a literature review on the treatment of post-traumatic stress disorder in patients with severe mental illness. Her mental-health materials suggest that nurses should be part of the efforts to develop, test, and implement treatment models.

For the past two years, Valentine has worked with the police department of West Valley City (WVC), Utah, and with the Utah Prosecution Council to train officers on the impact trauma has on sexual-assault victims. This collaboration led to implementing new protocols that aim to ensure compassionate treatment and support for sexual-assault victims.

After reviewing the cases of 2014, the results of Valentine’s work with WVC showed that sexual-assault prosecution jumped from 6 percent to 24 percent. Her work helped validate the importance of the Trauma Informed Victim Interview, which takes into account the effect of trauma on a victim’s memory and behavior. With that impact in mind, investigators conducting the interviews were more successful and comprehensive when compared to interviews gathered with previous investigative techniques. Valentine conducted a survey of the victims and found high levels of satisfaction. She also analyzed the data regarding screening and prosecution rates.

There are plans to expand the study to other law enforcement agencies and prosecutors’ offices, depending on funding.

West Valley City Sexual Assault Prosecution, 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BEFORE STUDY</th>
<th>DURING STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screening of Adult Sexual-Assault Cases</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declination Rate</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charges Filed</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecuted</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes


Faculty Achievements

College of Nursing faculty members continue to showcase their dedication to and expertise in the healthcare industry through a variety of achievements and publications. Following are a few notable examples of what they have accomplished.

PRESENTATIONS DELIVERED

Anderson, P., & Ray, G. (2016, June 3). Bridging the gap: Through a “face-time” interview under an urgent state-directed public health nurse course. Poster presentation at the Association of Catholic Health Education Nurses National Assembly in Indianapolis, IN.

Beckstrand, R., & Rogers, A. (2016, April). NICU perceptions of EOL care outcomes and supportive behaviors. This poster was chosen as a finalist and was a participant favorite at the WFN conference.

Goodman, K., & Miles, L. W. (2016, April). College of Nursing nurse faculty presentations at Ascension Providence and Oak Park Hospital.

Hinsdale, D. (2016, April 7). A cross-sectional study of influenza knowledge among college students.- Podium presentation at the International Student Nurses Association Conference, Provo, UT.

Jarvis, S. D. (2016, April 7). A cross-sectional study of influenza knowledge among college students.- Podium presentation at the International Student Nurses Association Conference, Provo, UT.

Hinsdale, D. (2016, April 7). A cross-sectional study of influenza knowledge among college students.- Podium presentation at the International Student Nurses Association Conference, Provo, UT.


Potter, M. E. (2016, February 28). You want to get in school: An overview of the program.- Podium presentation at Brigham Young University College of Nursing’s Professionalism Conference, Provo, UT.

Ray, G. L., & Michel, K. M. (2016, April 9). Interdisciplinary students increase poverty understanding and awareness. - Podium presentation at the National Student Nurses’ Association National Convention, Provo, UT.


Miles, L. W., & Anderson, E. (2016, April 4). Writing appropriate civil commitment reports.- Poster presentation at Provo Canyon Behavioral Hospital, Orem, UT.


Petrovich, M. E. (2016, February 28). You want to get in school: An overview of the program.- Podium presentation at Brigham Young University College of Nursing’s Professionalism Conference, Provo, UT.


Miles, L. W., & Anderson, E. (2016, April 4). Writing appropriate civil commitment reports.- Poster presentation at Provo Canyon Behavioral Hospital, Orem, UT.


Petrovich, M. E. (2016, February 28). You want to get in school: An overview of the program.- Podium presentation at Brigham Young University College of Nursing’s Professionalism Conference, Provo, UT.


Miles, L. W., & Anderson, E. (2016, April 4). Writing appropriate civil commitment reports.- Poster presentation at Provo Canyon Behavioral Hospital, Orem, UT.


Petrovich, M. E. (2016, February 28). You want to get in school: An overview of the program.- Podium presentation at Brigham Young University College of Nursing’s Professionalism Conference, Provo, UT.


Miles, L. W., & Anderson, E. (2016, April 4). Writing appropriate civil commitment reports.- Poster presentation at Provo Canyon Behavioral Hospital, Orem, UT.


Petrovich, M. E. (2016, February 28). You want to get in school: An overview of the program.- Podium presentation at Brigham Young University College of Nursing’s Professionalism Conference, Provo, UT.

Creating a Mentorship Relationship

Helping individuals use electronic activity tracking devices takes patience and understanding; the same is true for mentoring paid research assistants.

With guidance from nursing professor Dr. Neil Peterson (BS '07), nursing students like Austen Tullis (BS '16) receive hands-on experience while learning. In the study pictured above, they observed participants who are using fitness-regimen tools to improve their health.

Mentoring is as vital to a faculty member’s success as is teaching and participating in scholarly works. The college’s new mentored learning initiative provides faculty with in-house grants to hire students to assist in their research. This funding benefits both mentors and students as it advances the discipline and ensures the quality and commitment of the next generation of nursing scholars.

We are grateful for generous alumni and friends of the BYU College of Nursing who help create these types of experiences for nursing students. Please consider making a gift today at give.byu.edu/nursing.

BYU
A Mentored-Learning Experience and You!

To make a gift to the mentored learning endowed fund, contact Carol Kounanis at 801-422-8294 or cek@byu.edu.